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Specifications TR 9 

Weight 7.200 Kg  

Length 10.75 m  

Width in transport 3.00 m 

Height in transport 3.90 m  

Loading height, hopper 2.50 m  

Unloading height Max. 5.50 m  

Elevator reach 7.90 m 

Cleaning table clearance 1.70 m 

Hopper volume 10 m3 

Hopper, Length x Width 3.80 x 3.10 m 

Loading capacity Up to 300 ton/h 

Wheels 650/65-R30.5 

Cleaning tables 1st. cleaning table 
Feeder roller from hopper 

6 Rubber rollers 
3 steel rollers, reversing and sprung 

Over web pulls beet forward on table 
Over web with hydraulic direct drive 

 

Direction on steel rollers automatic changes,  
if they get blocked. 

 

Direction on each steel roller can be changed by remote, 
choosing between high beet flow or intensive cleaning. 

 

2nd cleaning table 
6 steel rollers each 2000mm 

 

Standard Equipment 24 volt electrical system 
Hydraulic transmission, 4 pump 

Central lubrication 
Remote controlled functions with 3 remotes 

Free choice of drawbar hitch 
Distributer roll from hopper to cleaning table 

Turbocharged diesel engine with 78kw/105hp, Tier 3 
500 ltr fuel tank 

Plastic catchers on loading elevator 
Mechanical “reverse-brake” on loading elevator 

Front- and rear support leg 
Rotating beacon, warning and work lights 

Optional Equipment Hydraulic brakes 
Pneumatic brakes 



Thyregod has for many years developed and produced 
cleaner loaders. The vast experience the company has  
received in this area, has now been migrated to the  
new Thyregod  TR 9. 
 

The result is a machine with a previously unattained  
high capacity, yet it is combined with the gentle cleaning, 
that has made the Thyregod cleaner loaders so well known. 

High capacity - Long reach 
The new loading elevator are extended 1000mm, and are now 900mm wide. It also reaches further in under the 
steel roller table. This gives a reach of  even when loading in high trailers. 

Wide hopper 
 

The TR-9 are fitted with a 10m3 
hopper, which gives the operator  
a good buffer when loading larger 
trailers. 
The hopper is fitted with a  
3 rubber-belt web with heavy  
carriers and built-in stone release.  
The hopper can be folded in by re-
mote, for transport. 

High cleaning capacity 
1st. Cleaning table with rubber  
rollers and 3 reversing spring loaded 
steel rollers.  
The web over the rollers pulls the 
beet over the reversing rollers. 
Note! The steel rollers reverses automatically 
when a stone get stuck between rollers. 
 

2nd. Cleaning table is fitted with 6  
2m steel rollers. 

Remote controlled 
All machine functions are con-
trolled with remotes, and can also 
be controlled manually if needed.  
As standard the machine is supplied 
with 3 remote controls. 
 

Easy service 
The engine is placed low on the 
side for easy access. Automatic  
lubrication is standard on the TR-9. 

Safe loading 
 The TR-9 elevator is now 900 mm 
width and fitted with plastic catchers 
for lower weight and easy replace-
ment. The outer 2.5m of the eleva-
tor can be individual height adjusted 
for perfect delivery of beet in the 
trailer. The TR-9 elevator is fitted 
with LED work- and warning lights in 
both directions for safety and easy 
loading, during the dark hours. 

Stabilizers 
Big hydraulic st stabilizers both 
front and rear, ensures the stability 
of the TR 9 when working. 
 

Stable adjustment  
The new wider and longer loading 
elevator, moves smoother due to 
double yaw cylinders and  
strengthened turning points with 
heavier axles. 

From transport to loading in no time 
With all functions remote controlled, the transformation from transport to loading takes virtually no time.  
Moving the cleaner when loading, is also done from the drivers seat. High speed tires ensures fast travelling, when 
on the road between loading points. 


